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The oriented matroid is a structure combining the notions of independent set and opposite 
element. Dependence induces aclosure operator which in the vector space model is the convex 
hull. Weak completeness i  defined as having every maximal convex set contain a maximal 
subspace; completeness means that every subspace is weakly complete. It is shown that all 
finite oriented matroids are complete, that in many infinite cases there is an easy criterion for 
completeness, and that in the vector space model completeness i  equivalent to (Dedekind) 
completeness of the underlying field. A brief discussion of the axioms and basic properties of 
oriented matroids i  also included. 
In 1935 Whitney [8] isolated certain properties of linear dependence among 
column vectors in a matrix and defined a matroid as a system satisfying these 
properties. He gave equivalent formulations in terms of rank, independent sets, 
bases, and circuits. These axioms govern basic facts in geometry, algebra, and 
graph theory. However, linear independence is only the skeleton of geometry, for 
it ignores the order of points on a line and the orientation of a plane. When these 
are incorporated we have geometry with order, or convexity, a much richer 
theory. This is the oriented matroid, which combines the dependence with an 
opposition x* for each element. 
Oriented matroids were developed independently in the late 1960s and early 
1970s by Bland [1, 2], Las Vergnas [2, 6], Folkman and Lawrence [5], and by 
Buchi, whose axiom systems were first worked out in a doctoral thesis by Mei [7] 
and were refined and expanded upon by Fenton [4]. The axioms presented here 
are a mixture of Buchi's and those of Folkman and Lawrence, slightly simplifying 
both systems. Infinite structures are allowed by a discreteness assumption. 
The topic of completeness is more interesting in the infinite case. An oriented 
matroid will be called complete if in every subspace, a convex set maximal in the 
subspace contains a flat (self-opposite convex set) maximal in the subspace. Every 
finite oriented matroid has this property but infinite spaces need not. However, in 
many infinite spaces there is a simple test for completeness, namely examining the 
rank 2 subspaces. Applying this to the vector space Vn(K) over an ordered field 
K shows that V"(K) is complete itI the field K is complete. This last result is the 
justification for choosing the adjective "complete". 
Section 1 begins with two equivalent axiom systems, based on the notions of 
closure and circuit, and develops some basic properties. The model Vn(K) is 
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examined and its relation to convexity is explained. The connection to linearity is 
mentioned to provide the concept of rank and then the Caratheodory Theorem is 
proven, giving a bound on the number of generators required for convex closure. 
These are established results, so very little will be proven in this section; see 
Fenton [4] or Folkman and Lawrence [5] for fuller details. 
Section 2 considers the notions of sharp (opposite-disjoint convex set) and flat 
(self-opposite convex set) and discusses the partition induced by a flat. The 
concept of fullness is also developed; this property gives the existence of certain 
elements and implies an infinite space. The vector space Vn(K) and many of its 
relativizations are full spaces. 
Section 3 includes the formal definition of completeness in an oriented matroid 
and gives several examples. The main results discussed above are then proven. 
The reader should be aware that the distinction between c and ~- will be 
observed below. 
1. Axioms and basic properties 
Dennltion. An oriented matroid is a system (E, *, cx), where E is a set with 
maps * : E---) E and cx: P(E)---> P(E) such that 
(1) x** = x, 
(2) cx is a closure operator, 
(3) If x • cx(X), there is a finite set Y ~_ X so that x • cx(Y), 
(4) cx(x*) = cx(x)*, 
(5) x • cx(X LI x*) implies x • cx(X), 
(6) y • cx(X U x*) and y ¢ cx(X) imply x • cx(X Uy* -x ) .  
Note that x • cx(x*) implies x • cx(O). The set cx(l~) will be denoted 0; it 
includes but is not limited to the elements x = x*. The set 0 is often a nuisance, 
however, so what follows will be in the reduced space E -  0 with cx(X)N 
(E -  0)= cx(X) -  0 as the closure operator. This is not necessary but unclutters 
the definitions and proofs. 
The following pair of results illustrates the "one-sided" nature of an oriented 
matroid. 
Proposition 1. I f  y • cx(U), then either y • cx(U - x) or y • cx(U -x*) .  
Proposition 2. I f y  • cx(UOx) andy • cx(U Ux*), then y • cx(U). 
Another formulation of oriented matroids can be given in terms of circuits. The 
closure system defined above is equivalent to this under the following 
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translations: 
(T1) X is a circuit, X ~ Cir:X is a minimal nonempty finite set such that 
X* cx(X). 
(T2) cx(U) = {x I (=IV c_ U)(V U x*) e Cir}. 
Theorem 3. An oriented matroid can also be defined as a system ( E, *, Cir), 
where E is a set, * is a map from E to E, and Cir is a collection of subsets of E 
such that 
(C1) x** = x, 
(C2) X • Cir implies X is nonempty and finite, 
(C3) X, Y • Cir and X c_ Y imply X = Y, 
(C4) X • Cir implies X* • Cir, 
(C5) I f  X, Y • Cir with a e X n Y and b • X - Y, there exists a Z • Cir so that 
b•Z~(X-a)O(Y -a )* .  
Notice that these axioms allow circuits of the form {x, x*}, designated as 
improper circuits. The other circuits, with X n X* empty, are proper. This slightly 
relaxes the axioms of Folkman and Lawrence but permits cleaner translations. 
The circuit axioms hold for the subset of proper circuits. 
The proof of Theorem 3 depends on two lemmas which are important facts 
about circuits. 
Lemma. I f  X is a circuit, either X n X* is empty or X = {x, x* }, i.e., every circuit 
is either proper or improper. 
Lemma. Suppose a set X with an element a • X is minimal for  a • X - X*  and 
a* • cx(X). Then X is a circuit. 
There is a useful "one-sidedness" result for circuits also. 
Proposition 4. I f  X and Y are circuits, X is p roper ,  and X ~_ Y U Y*, then either 
X= Y or X= Y*. 
One model for the oriented matroid is the vector space V n (K) over an ordered 
field K. There is a natural opposition: x*=-x .  The closure operator can be 
defined by 
i.e., all positive linear combinations of finitely many vectors from X. The closed 
sets are the convex cones of the vector space (this motivated the notation cx). 
The set 0 consists of the zero vector, so Vn(/¢) is not reduced. 
A useful method for producing new oriented matroids is relativization to a set 
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A c E for which A = A*. With cxA(U) = cx(U) n A for sets U ~ A and Cir(A) = 
{X•CirlX _A}, the system (A, , ,  cxA) is an oriented matroid equivalent to 
(A, , ,  Cir(A)) under the translations T1 and T2. For example, the set of unit 
vectors from Vn(K) is an oriented matroid which can be viewed as the sphere 
Sn-1. Further elativizations of the sphere give oriented matroids with a variety of 
properties. 
A different relativization of V~(K) provides a link between oriented matroids 
and classical convexity. Consider the opposite hyperplanes xl = +1. A convex set 
in the affine space xl = 1 is a cross-section of a convex cone in V~(K) so is closed 
under the operator cx. Notice that this hyperplane is not an oriented matroid, for 
it contains no opposites. 
Another method for producing oriented matroids is contraction, deleting a set 
B = B*. With cx(U) = cx(B U U) - B for U ~_ E - B the system (E - B, *, cx) is 
an oriented matroid. (This is stronger than the contraction of Folkman and 
Lawrence since B can be an infinite set.) 
Closure and circuits were two of the primitive notions used by Whitney for the 
matroid. A third was rank, the cardinality of a maximal independent subset. This 
is not a viable approach for convex dependence; in R E the sets {(1, 0), (0, 1), 
( -1 , -1 )}  and ((1,0), (0,1), ( -1 ,0 ) ,  (0 , -1)}  are both maximal convexly 
independent sets. Rank is available, however, from the underlying matroid 
(E, cl) where cl(U)= cx(U U U*). The Fundamental Theorem of linear algebra 
holds in (E, cl) and thus the rank of a set is well-defined as the cardinality of a 
maximal inearly independent subset. Rankprovides a bound on the discreteness 
of cx, as was first shown by Caratheodory [3]. 
Theorem 5. ff x • cx(X), there is a Y c_ X such that x • cx(Y) and I YI ~< rk(X). 
Proof. If x • X let Y = {x}. If x ~ X pick a minimal finite Y ~_ X such that 
x • cx(Y). The set (YUx*)  is then a circuit. It only remains to show that Y is 
linearly independent. 
Assume not, so there is a y • Y for which y •c l (Y -y )=cx( (Y -y )U  
(Y -y )* ) .  There is a minimal finite V _ (Y -  y) U (Y -  y)* so that y • cx(V). By 
Proposition 1, V O V* is empty so (V Uy*) is a proper circuit and (V Uy*)~_ 
(Y Ux*) O (Y O x*)*. By Proposition 4 either V Uy* = YUx*  or V Oy* = Y* U 
x. But neither x nor x* is in V U y*. Contradiction. Therefore I YI ~< rk(X). [] 
This proof shows that the cardinality of a circuit is one greater than the rank of 
the subspace it generates, just as in the linear case. 
2. Sharps, fiats, and fullness 
The sets U for which U = cx(U) will be called the convex sets of the oriented 
matroid. The opposition * suggests two important ypes of convex sets, the 
opposite-disjoint and the self-opposite. 
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Definitions. U is a sharp if U = cx(U) and U f3 U* is empty. U is a flat if 
U = cx(U) and U = U* (equivalently, if U = cx(U*)). 
The sharps correspond to convex sets of an affine space, as discussed above. 
The flats are the subspaces of the oriented matroid, for they are closed under 
both operators. 
Some notation: X -~ = X-  X* and X b = X t3 X*. These operators can be 
applied to any set, not just the convex ones. There are some easy properties. 
(x , )  # = (x#)  ,, (x* )  b = (xb) ,  = x b, 
X _~ Y implies X b ~_ yb. 
If U is convex, then U # is a sharp and U b is a flat. 
Notice that X ~ Y does not imply X -~ _ Y# even for convex sets. For example, 
U # ~_ cx(U U U*) but (U#) ~ = U # and cx(U U U*) # = ~. 
A flat induces a useful relation. 
Definition. For a flat F, x=-y(F):x,  yeF  and yecx(FUx) .  Denote x F= 
{Y I x =y(F)} .  The index of F is the number of classes induced by F. 
This is easily shown to be an equivalence relation on E - F. Furthermore there 
is a nice description of the classes. 
Proposition 6. If F is a flat not containing x, x r = cx(F U x) # and F = cx(F U x) b. 
Proof. Clearly F c_ cx(F O x) b. If y e cx(F U x) b - F, then y, y* ~ cx(F O x) - F. 
Hence x* e cx(F O y*) ~ cx(F O x), implying x* • cx(F) = F (contradiction). 
Furthermore x F = cx(F O x) - F = cx(F U x) #. [] 
Consider the oriented matroid on the sphere $2. If G is an opposite (antipodal) 
pair of points, G is a flat whose classes are the open great semicircles with 
endpoints in G. If F is a great circle, F is a maximal flat whose classes are the two 
open hemisphereswith F as equator. It is characteristic of a maximal flat to 
induce two classes. 
Proposition 7. F is a maximal flat iff the index of F is 2. 
Proof. (--*) For x eF, E =cx(FOxUx*)=cx(FUx)Ucx(FOx*)=x F U FU 
(x. )  
(*--) Assume G is a flat containing F with x eG-F .  Since x~x*(F )  the 
F-classes can be denoted as x F and (x*) r. For y ¢ G, either y e x F = cx(F U x) ~ ~_ 
G or y e (x*) F = cx(F O x*) # ~_ G. Contradiction in both cases. [] 
For flats F, G it is not difficult to show that rk(F U G)~rk(F )+ rk (G) -  
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rk(F n G). On the sphere S~ with a pair of opposite points deleted there are great 
circles (flats of rank 2) which would normally intersect at the deleted points, so 
the inequality may be strict. 
Definition. An oriented matroid E of rank i> 3 is full if rk(F U G)= rk(F)+ 
rk (G) -  rk(F O G) for every pair of flats F, G. If rk(E)< 3, E is full if E is a 
subspace (flat) of a full oriented matroid of higher rank. 
A nonseparable full space of rank >i 3 can be shown to be dense, hence infinite. 
So fullness is not a property of finite spaces. This is why the definition is awkward 
for oriented matroids of rank 1 or 2, for these spaces atisfy the rank criterion. 
The vector space Vn(K) with n/> 3 is a full oriented matroid, for suppose F, G 
are flats and that F O G has a basis of cardinality i. This can be extended to a 
basis for F of cardinality i + j and likewise to a basis for G of cardinality i + k. 
The union of these bases is a basis for the subspace cx(F U G) and has cardinality 
i+ j+k .  
Proposition 8. An oriented matroid E of rank >13 is full iff when X is a circuit and 
Y ~ X is nonempty, then cx(Y) n cx(X - Y)* is nonempty. 
Proof. ( -~) Obvious for an improper circuit; suppose X is proper. Recall from 
the proof of the Caratheodory Theorem that subsets of a circuit are linearly 
independent, except for the circuit itself. Let F =cx(YU Y*) and let G = 
cx((X-  Y) U (X -  g)*); then rk(F) = IYI and rk(G) -- IX -  rl- Since rk(r  U 
G) = rk(X) = IXI - 1, rk(F O G) = 1. Therefore there is an x e cx(Y LJ Y*) O 
cx( (X - Y) U (X - r)*). 
Casel. xe (X-Y )  U(X-Y )* .  Then xqYUY*  so there is a finite set 
V~_YU Y* such that (VUx*)  is a circuit. However V Ox*~_XUX*  so by 
Proposition 4 either V U x* = X or V U x* = X*. In the former case V = Y (since 
V U x* is proper and Y c X) so x e cx(Y) and x e cx(X - Y)* = cx(x*)*. In the 
latter case V* = Y so x* e cx(Y) and x* e cx(X - Y)* = cx(x)*. 
Case 2. x ~ Y U Y*. Similar to Case 1. 
Case 3. x ¢ X U X*. Then there are finite sets U _ Y U Y* and V _ (X - Y) U 
(X -Y )*  so that (UOx*),  (VUx*)  are proper circuits. By axiom C5 there 
exists a proper circuit W ~_ U U V* _~ X U X*. Hence either W = X or W = X*. In 
the former case the properness of X implies X = U U V* and furthermore U = Y 
and V* = X - Y. Thus x e ex(Y) n cx(X-  Y)*. In the latter case a similar 
argument gives x* e ex(Y) n cx(X - Y)*. 
(~---) Recall the notation el(W)= cx(W U W*). Pick a linearly independent W
so that el(W)= F O G. Pick X =_ F -  G so that (W U X) is linearly independent 
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with cl(W U X) = F and pick Y ~ G - F so that (W U X U Y) is linearly inde- 
pendent with cI(W U X U Y) = cx(F U G). Note that W, X, Y are pairwise 
disjoint. 
Claim. cl(W U Y )= G. 
Proof. =_ is clear. Assume not, with x e G-cI(W U Y). Since x e cl(W U X U Y) 
there is a V ~_ (W UXU Y) U (W UXU Y)* such that (V Ux*) is a circuit. Note 
that V n (YU Y*) is nonempty and that (V Ux*) is proper. Let A = (V Ox*) n 
( (WUX)U(WUX)* )  and B=(VUx*)O(YUY*) .  Then V=AUB,  AAB is 
empty, and A, B are nonempty, so there is a y • cx(A)n cx(B U x*)*. Since 
A c F and B Ux* _ G, y ~FA G =cl(W). Because y ecx(B* Ux) either y 
cx(B*) or x* • cx(B* Uy*). The latter would imply x • cx(B Uy) _~ cl(Y U W), 
contradicting the choice of x, so y e cx(B*)c_ cl(Y). But y e cl(W) so the set 
(W U Y) is linearly dependent. Contradiction. [] 
By the claim, rk(F U G) = [W U X O YI = IW U XI + IW U YI - IWl - rk(F) + 
rk(G) - rk(F n G). [] 
Fullness is the Pasch Axiom from geometry generalized to spaces of any rank. 
Figure 1 illustrates this on the sphere $2, a space of rank 3. For the circuit 
{a, b, c, d}, d* e cx(a, b, c) and cx(b, c) n cx(a*, d*) is nonempty. 
A strong feature of full oriented matroids is the preservation of maximality 
when relativizing to a subspace. 
Proposition 9. In a full oriented matroid let F be a flat and let M be a maximal 
convex set. Then either F ~_ M or (M n F) is a maximal convex set in (F, 
* ~ CXF) .  
Lemma. Suppose E is full, U is convex, F is a flat, and x ~ F -  U. Then 
cx(U U x) n F = cx((U n F) U x). 
Fig. 1. Fullness on $2. 
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Proof of the iemma. In any oriented matroid cx((U O F) Ux) _ cx(U Ux) O F. 
Assume y ~ (cx(U U x) O F) - cx((U O F) O x). There is a finite set V c_ U so that 
(V Ux Uy*) is a circuit; x is needed because cx(U) n F = U O F = cx(U O F). 
Fullness gives a z e cx(V - F) n cx((V o F) u x uy*)* _~ U n F. Suppose z 
cx((V* n F) U x*). Then there are sets X ~ V - F and Y ~ (V* n F) U x* so that 
(XUz*)  and (YOz*)  are circuits. Axiom C5 gives a circuit Z~_XU Y*~_ 
(V - F) U ((V* O F)U x*)* = V O x, contradicting the minimality of (V O x U 
y*). Hence z ~ cx((V* n F) Ux*) so y* e cx((V* n F) Ux* u z*). Therefore y 
cx((V n F) u x U z) ~_ cx((U n F) U x). Contradiction. [] 
Proof of Proposition 9. Suppose F ~ M and let x e F - M. Then cxe((M n F) U 
x) = cx((M n F)  U x) n F = cx((M n F)  U x) = cx(M U x) n F = E n F = F, so 
M n F is maximal in F. [] 
3. Completeness 
It is a triviality that every convex set decomposes into a sharp and a flat. A 
natural question is whether a maximal convex set decomposes into a maximal 
sharp and a maximal flat. The answer is no, although a maximal convex set M 
always contains a maximal sharp. (Since a maximal sharp contains exactly one 
element from each pair x, x* (see Fenton [4]), a portion of M 6 must be included 
in the maximal sharp.) Surprisingly, M 6 may even be empty. Deleting a great 
circle from the sphere $2 determines two open hemispheres, each of which is a 
maximal convex set with an empty flat. 
DeAnitions. An oriented matroid E is weakly complete if every maximal convex 
set contains a maximal flat. E is complete if every subspace, including E, is 
weakly complete. E is locally complete if every subspace of rank 2 is weakly 
complete. 
The sphere $2 minus a great circle is not weakly complete, hence not complete. 
$2 minus an antipodal pair is weakly complete but not locally complete, hence not 
complete. $2 (with all its points) is complete. 
Theorem 10. I f  E is a finite oriented matroid, E is complete. 
The proof of this depends on an additional concept and a lemma. 
6 
Delinition. x is an extreme point of a set X if x ~ cx(X - cx(x)). 
Lemma. Suppose rk(E) > 1 and cx(X) is a sharp. If x is an extreme point of X, 
then cx(X Ux*) #:E. 
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Proof of the lemma. Assume cx(XUx*)  = E. If Xc  cx(x), then cx(X Llx*) has 
rank 1 and does not equal E. Suppose otherwise and let y eX-cx(x ) .  Then 
y* ~.cx(XUx*)-cx(X),  so for some finite V~_X-x ,  (VUx*  Uy)  is a circuit. 
Note that V fqcx(x) is empty, for z • V fqcx(x) would imply {x*, z} •C i r ,  
contradicting the minimality of (V U x* U y). Therefore x • cx(V t_J y) ~_ cx(X - 
cx(x)). Contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 10. Assume E is not complete, so some subspace is not weakly 
complete. Without loss of generality let this be E. Then E has a maximal convex 
set M for which M 6 is not a maximal flat. If rk(E) = 1, then M 6 = 0 would be a 
maximal flat of rank 0, so rk(E) > 1. 
Consider the contraction to E - M 6. This is also a finite oriented matroid and is 
nonempty. 
Claim. rk(E - M 6) > 1. 
Proof. If rk(E - M 6) = 1 with x e E - M 6 then E = cx(M 6 t.J x t.J x*). Hence 
rk(M 6) = rk(E) - 1, making M 6 a maximal flat (contradiction). [] 
C lm.  M - M 6 is maximal in E - M 6. 
Proof. For x • (E - M 6) - (M - M6), cx((M - M 6) U x) = cx(M t9 x) - M 6 = 
E - M 6. Hence M - M 6 is maximal. [] 
So it is possible to reduce the problem to a finite oriented matroid with a 
maximal convex set which is a sharp. For convenience call this E with maximal 
M. Let X be a minimal set for which cx(X) = M (perhaps X = M). If x • X and 
x e cx(X - cx(x)), then X can be reduced to X - x, contradicting the choice of X;  
hence every element of X is an extreme point of X. By the lemma cx(X t.J x*)~: E 
for any x eX.  But then M=cx(X) ccx(XUx*)  cE.  Contradiction. [] 
As seen above, infinite oriented matroids may or may not be complete. For the 
full spaces there is an easy criterion. 
Theorem U.  A full oriented matroid is complete iff it is locally complete. 
ProoL By definition a complete space is locally complete. The converse is trivial 
if rk(E) <~ 2 so suppose rk(E) > 2 and assume E is not complete. Then there is a 
flat which is not weakly complete; for convenience call this E. Thus there is a 
maximal convex set M for which M 6 is not a maximal fiat. Let F be a maximal flat 
containing M 6. 
The fiat F partitions E-F  into two classes A and A*. If M#~A,  then 
M c F O A which is convex. This contradicts the maximality of M and a similar 
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Fig. 2. Completeness in V2(K). 
contradiction occurs if M '~ ~ A*. Thus there exist x ~ M # N A and y e M # N A*. 
Because x ~y(F), x ~y  (Mb). Let G = cl(x, y), a flat of rank 2. 
Suppose there is an element z e G N M b. Then z e cl(x,y) and z ~cl(x) 
(because x~M b) so by a matroid property of (G, cl), y ecl(x,z)= 
cx(x, x*, z, z*). Hence either y e cx(x, z, z*) ~_ cx(M b O x) or y e cx(x*, z, z*) ~_ 
cx(MbUx*).  In the former case y =-x(M b) (contradiction). In the latter case 
y* -x (M b) so y* e cx(M b Ox) # c M #, implying y, y* e M # (contradiction). 
Therefore G N M b is empty. 
However, (G N M) is a maximal convex set in G, so (G tq M) b = G N M b is a 
maximal flat of rank 1. Contradiction. [] 
Theorem 12. The vector space V"(K) over an ordered field K is complete iff the 
field K is complete (in the sense of Dedekind). 
Proof. Recall that V"(K) is full, so it suffices to consider a vector space of rank 2. 
The essence of the proof is Fig. 2. 
( - - . )  Assume K is not complete, having a subset X which is bounded above 
but has no least upper bound. K can be partitioned into two sets: U= 
{u [ (3x ~X)u<-x} and W = {w I (Vx ~X)x <w) .  U has no least upper bound, 
W has no greatest lower bound, U tq W is empty, and for any u e U, w e W, 
U<W.  
Let Y = {(1, u) I u e U} U {( -1 ,  -w)  I w e W} and let M = cx(Y). It is straight- 
forward to verify that (0, 1) ~ M, that M is maximal, and that M b = {(0, 0)}. This 
contradicts the completeness of V2(K). 
(~)  Assume V2(K) is not complete, having a maximal convex set M with 
M b= {(0, 0)}. By a suitable rotation of the axes (0 , -1 )  e M and {(1, Y) IY e 
K} ~ M. Let Z = {z I (1, z) e M}. Z is a set in K bounded above so has a least 
upper bound n. M contains exactly one of the vectors (1, n) and ( -1 ,  -n ) ;  but 
then the other can be added to give a larger convex set (the Caratheodory 
Theorem is used to verify this). Contradiction. [] 
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Infinite oriented matroids may be complete without being full. For example, 
the set of unit vectors (x, y, z) for which xy >10 (a relativization of S~) is locally 
complete and complete but not full. 
4. Afterword 
By the definition of completeness, finite spaces are locally complete. This and 
many examples of infinite spaces suggest hat Theorem 11 may hold without 
requiting the oriented matroid to be full. Fullness is a powerful assumption and 
full spaces may not be typical of oriented matroids. 
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